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Howling trio from Berlin brings together fragile melodies, charming horns and experimental performative 

compositions.

The music of Hund unfolds from a long-running conversation about songs and poems, bodies and plants, politics 

and feelings, and other peculiar things – combining multiple instruments, objects, languages and voices. 

The Berlin based band creates soundscapes that are at once confusing and charming. They include poems by 
Sarah Kirsch, Johanna Montanari, Antjie Krog and W. Butler Yeats amongst others, as well as original texts in 
German and English. Weird and beautiful songs. 

Frieda Gawenda – voice, flugelhorn, objects
Felix Koch – guitar, trumpet, voice
Sebastian Schlemminger – clarinet, synthesizer, voice

Reviews

„Wonderfully between fragility and certainty.” rbbKultur

„Experimental yet always impressive melodies. Atmospheric.” P Stadtkulturmagazin

„The voice of Frieda Gawenda is dancing above our heads, Felix Koch`s guitar is weaving a carpet of pearls 

around our ears. These two don`t need much more to display their magic. Artful and why not a bit potty 

sometimes?“ Hildesheimer Allgemeine Zeitung

Biography

The connection between Frieda Gawenda, Felix Koch and Sebastian Schlemminger comes out of longstanding 

friendship and a profound musical understanding of each other. Having grown up together at the Baltic Sea,  

their paths crossed again recently in Berlin. Over the intervening years, all three have been involved in various 

music, theatre and performance projects as musicians and artists.

The group Hund was founded in summer 2017 by Felix Koch and Frieda Gawenda. Since then, they have played 
almost 50 concerts in Austria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Switzerland, Turkey and Ireland. Their Duo EP 
„Monsters“ was released in February 2019. 

As of spring 2019, theatre and sound artist Sebastian Schlemminger has joined the group. Now as a trio, they 
work on songs with exuberant fantasy, minimalist arrangement and gritty sophistication.

Web Links                         

https://www.hund.band

https://hund.bandcamp.com
https://www.soundcloud.com/hundband
https://www.facebook.com/hundband
https://www.instagram.com/hundband
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXOfYPpLEE5Kdtv7yVU2Iog
https://www.songkick.com/artists/9444439-hund-berlin
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